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Welcome to the only National Park Service unit
cultivating water-loving plants. This 12 acre
sanctuary features over 45 ponds filled with a
variety of tropical and hardy water lilies, lotus, and
other aquatic species. Established on the east

Shaw's fondness for water lilies led him to plant a

Then in the 1930s the U.S. Army Corps of

dozen wild water lilies from his home state of Maine

Engineers,on oreders to dredge the

in an unused ice pond. Over time,this hobby became
a thriving business as Shaw built more ponds,
collected exotic water lilies, developed new varieties,
and sold plants and blooms around the world.

Anacostia River, moved to take the gardens
by condemnation.

bank of the Anacostia River, the human made

With the help of his daughter, Helen Fowler,Shaw
created a unique garden, of sparkling water and

shallow ponds and dikes includes 70 acres of fresh
water tidal wet-land. The quiet oasis offers a
scenic break from the busy pace of Washington,
DC and a place to observe local wildlife through
four seasons. The park provides recreational
opportunities along the Anaco.stia River and serves
as a great outdoor classroom.
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colorful blooms of the lilies. Helen followed her father

as manager of W.B. Shaw Lily Ponds. She traveled
looking for plants from Asia, Egypt,and South
America. Her pastel studies of lilies are displayed at
the visitor's center.

In the 1920s visitors by the thousands came to see the
waxy flowers open in the summer sun.President
Calvin Coolidgc and his wife Grace came to stroll
under the willows, and admire the beautiful flowers.
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A Park's Story
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Walter B.Shaw was a man of determination who,
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after he lost his right arm in service during the
Civil War,taught himself to write with his left
hand. He accepted a job here as a clerk in the
U.S. Treasury Department, married,and later
bought 30 acres from his mother-in law in the
1880s.
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Mr. Walter B. Shaw

Instead,Congress purchased the 8 acres ofgardens in 1938 for $15,000 to preserve
them for the American people. The National
Park Service received the property renaming
the gardens Kenilworth for the community
that grew up at the turn of the century.

